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Abstract—Crow search optimizer (CSO) is the one of the
latest meta-heuristic algorithm that is influenced from
performance of crows. The proposed Crow Search Optimizer
(CSO) is intended here, for solving the distribution system
Power Quality (PQ) forecast and ordering. In the projected
approach, ANN has utilized in two phases with the ultimate
objective of prediction and organization of the PQ events. In
second phase, ANN plays out the classification of the unhealthy
signals to recognize the right PQ event for assurance. Here, the
second phase ANN learning method is upgraded by utilizing
the CSO in context of the minimum error objective function.
These proposed methods play an assessment procedure to
ensure the system and arrange the correct PQ event which
occurs in the distribution system. At that point, the projected
work has completed in the MATLAB/Simulink environment
and the execution has evaluated by using the examination, at
different systems like SSA-ANN, MUSIC-ANN, GA-ANN. This
method gets a handle on that the joined execution of ANN-CSO
is more achievable in power quality events prediction and
classification
Keywords—Protection scheme, ANN, CSO, XCF, distribution
system, power quality events, Feature extraction, prediction,
classification

I INTRODUCTION
The Power Quality (PQ) is an energetic element with
respect to electric power services and its customers thus the
exploration on protection scheme is increasing more
enthusiasm for late years. Voltage sag, swell, momentary
interruption, flicker, notch, transients, and harmonics are a
portion of the power line events. These events are the real
causes which debase the quality of electric power in the
system [1]. These events may likewise prompt breakdowns,
unsteadiness, reduced lifespan, letdown of electrical

equipment and so on. These events are expected to
distinguish before the protection move could be made to
limit the PQ events [2]. So as to decide the sources and
reasons for events, the PQ events are recognized and
categorized into various kinds which are the energetic issue
in the protection scheme inquire about. The real prerequisite
in assurance plot inquire about is the capacity to perform
programmed PQ monitoring and data analysis [3]. In such
manner, the most vital piece of the summed up PQ event
classification system is the feature extraction and
classification in which the PQ occasion forecast needs the
feature pulling out commencing the disturbances [4]. For
this reason, spectral investigation using Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [5, 6]
has been connected. Be that as it may, outstanding nonstationary nature of the PQ occasions, therefore the
transforms remains in the same power which distinguishing
the disruption waveforms. To beat the drawbacks of both
DFT and FFT, the wavelet transform (WT) has been broadly
utilized. Since the wavelet transformation can dissect the
typical PQ Problems at the moment in both times as well as
frequency domains [7, 8]. Be that as it may, it shows a few
burdens such as extreme computation, understanding to
noise level and the dependence on its accurateness on the
picked premise wavelet.

With respect to event and characterization of the sort of
the aggravation [9–11], in many papers fuzzy rules are
utilized to decide. In such techniques, an extensive count of
contributions to the unclear system increment right
distinguishing proof rate of annoyances. In any case, the
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disadvantage is that it likewise builds the strategy
unpredictability and reductions its speed. Be that as it may,
based on the forecast of several PQ events no consideration
is paid. Obviously, diverse strategies, for example, Stransform [12], discrete wavelet transform and artificial
neural network with fuzzy logic [13], Hilbert and Clarke
transform [14], S-transform and TT-transform [15], multi
wavelet transform based neural network [16], S-transform
and fuzzy expert system [17], modified S-transform and
particle swarm optimization [18], wavelet packet transform
[19] have been introduced for estimation and sorting of PQ
events. The mentioned systems can distinguish the PQ
occasions however it requires expansive number of samples
and henceforth the unpredictability of the algorithm is
sufficient [20]. In this paper, a novel security plan of ANN
with CSO is utilized to distinguish and arrange the one and
More than one PQ occasions in the circulation framework.
Meta-heuristic calculations have demonstrated skilled
execution for taking care of most true advancement issues
that are amazingly nonlinear and multi-modular. All
metaheuristic calculations utilize a specific exchange offs of
randomization and nearby pursuit [21]. These calculations
can discover superb answers for troublesome streamlining
issues, however there is no assurance that ideal
arrangements can be come to. It is trusted that these
calculations work more often than not, yet not constantly.
Meta-heuristic calculations could be appropriate for general
streamlining [22]. In light of Glover's tradition, all the
cutting edge nature-motivated strategies are named metaheuristics
Crows are generally dispersed class of winged creatures
which are presently viewed as among the world's most
brilliant creatures [23,24]. As a gathering, crows show
striking instances of cerebrums and frequently score in all
respects exceedingly on knowledge tests. They can retain
faces, use instruments, impart in complex ways and stow
away and recover sustenance over and finished with seasons
[23,25].
In this paper, a novel protection scheme of ANN with
CSO has used to identify and categorize the single and
multiple PQ events in the distribution system. A new
approach has been implemented as below. The left over
details of this chapter described as below; 1. The modern
research fine points and background of research work
detailed in Section 2. The suggested technique thoroughly
expounded in Section 3 and 4. The recommended technique
achievement outcome and the related points are given in
Section 5 and the paper is conclusion in Section 6.
II. RECENT RESEARCH WORKS: A BRIEF REVIEW
The countless research works is present in this literature
which is based on the prediction and classification of power

quality in the distribution system utilizing different methods
and different viewpoints. A portion of the works is looked
into here.
A tale technique for programmed gathering of single and
half and half PQDs is suggested by S. Khokhar et al [26].
The calculation includes of the Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT) and Probabilistic Neural Network based Artificial
Bee Colony (PNN-ABC) ideal element determination of
PQDs. DWT with Multi-Resolution Analysis (MRA) is
chiefly used to evacuate all unsettling influences in future.
The PNN classifier is utilized as an as a result classifier for
the plan of the PQDs. However, these two basic concerns,
for example, the choice of the ideal highlights and the
spread steady esteem may influence the execution of the
classifier. Henceforth, these two issues are tended to by
means of a novel method PNN-ABC based ideal component
choice and parameter streamlining for using the execution of
the arrangement framework in effectively.L. Spirits
Velazquez et al [27] suggested a brilliant sensor arrange and
the most imperative highlights have depicted in three unique
situations: 1.A private home, 2. A mechanical
establishment, 3. Open structure. The anticipated framework
shows its abilities of in situ constant preparing and
enormous information disconnected system handling. The
recommended savvy meter depends on field programmable
door cluster (FPGA) innovation which permits a
reconfigurable engineering, which lets the client to choose
the correct preparing modules as indicated by their
application. The set up savvy sensor arrange processes the
standard figures like successful qualities, control factor, just
as all out consonant mutilation; In including, it causes us to
sees the power quality unsettling influences, for example,
plunges, swells, or intrusions. Besides, the smooth sensor
system can generally distinguish occasions to recognize
particular sort of apparatuses or modern gear, for example,
fans, lighting, microwaves, coolers, among others; it is an
incredible asset to investigate an entire structure in a nonmeddling burden checking technique.
P. Kanirajan and V. Suresh kumar acquaints a novel
technique to distinguish and disperse the power quality
interruption in the power framework by methods for Radial
Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN). The prescribed
methodology is required predetermined number of structures
as related to traditional methodology for the distinguishing
proof. This element extraction by means of the wavelet is
prepared by a spiral premise work neural system for the
testing of occasions. Post practice the neural system, the
weight gained has been utilized to convey the Power Quality
(PQ) glitches. For the order, 20 sorts of unsettling influences
have been seen into record. The order execution of RBFNN
is related with Feed Forward MultiLayer arrange (FFML),
Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ), Probabilistic Neural
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Network (PNN) and Generalized Regressive Neural
Network (GRNN). A precision of the RBFNN arrange has
been improved by adjusting the loads and altering the loads
with the assistance of intellectual additionally the social
conduct of particles next to wellness esteem.
The Particle swarm enhancement (PSO) has been presented
to yield great execution to taking care of various
streamlining issues. However, it will in general experience
the ill effects of untimely assembly when tackling complex
issues [29]. An improved PSO calculation named GOPSO,
which utilizes Generalized Opposition-Based Learning
(GOBL) and Cauchy transformation to amend this sort of
troublesome. GOBL can give a quicker combination and the
Cauchy change with a long tail benefits caught particles
escape from nearby optima. The discussed methodology
rehearses a comparable plan as Opposition-based
Differential Evolution (ODE) with restriction based
populace introduction and age hopping utilizing GOBL.
Examinations are led on an exhaustive arrangement of
benchmark capacities, together with pivoted multimodal
issues and moved vast scale issues [28]. In view of the
brilliant conduct of crows, a novel meta-heuristic
calculation, named as CSA which is arranged in [29]. CSA
is a populace based enhancement calculation which is
somewhat basic with two modifiable parameters (flight
length and mindfulness likelihood), which thusly makes it
appealing for applications in various building zones. In
CSA, the parameter of cognizance chance is utilized to
control the decent variety of the calculation [30].
III. PROPOSED PROTECTION SCHEME FOR DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEM FROM SINGLE AND MULTIPLE PQ EVENTS
Figure 1 displays the proposed protection scheme of Power
Equality events prediction and sorting in the distribution
system. The defined structure describes, an input power
signal from distribution system which has dissected for
prediction. At first, in the pre-processing phase, the
normalization and segmentation processes are completed in
light of the single (or) three phase event data. The
recognized data is passed to the feature extraction stage
which distinguishes the distinctive features of an event
signal. In this phase, Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is
utilized for prediction of PQ events in view of the extracted
features. Here, the odd and many events are recognized in
light of the Cross Correlation Function (XCF). The
recognized Power Quality events are dissected in the second
phase of ANN for classification. Here, an amplitude
demodulation has been developed in order to recognize the
number of odd and many PQ events. The moderating signal
could have great frequency parts in order to classify high
frequency segments Crow Search Optimization (CSO)
calculation is used. All these details carried out from the

study base of heuristic ANN classifier which has been used
to classify PQ events show in below modulated signal.

Figure. 1 Proposed protection scheme to identify single and
more than one PQ Eventshe ongoing examination of Power
Quality (PQ) occasions has been acquired by utilizing
sufficiency and recurrence demodulation thoughts. In prior,
a couple of systems have
been utilized to break down
the quantity of cycles of the power flag dependent
on wavelets, having the computational multifaceted nature
of the request O (n2). Ahead of time, PQ occasions could be
considered
as
like
different
regulating
signal
structures [31]. [31] another SSD practice with OHDs for
isolate PQ motion into
two-sub flags: The
detail flag holding homeless people
and
waveform
contortions (Examples: sounds, interharmonics, spike/drive,
scoring, and clamor) and the guess flag containing major
and other sinusoidal PQ aggravations (Examples: glints,
lists, swells, interferences, dc-balance, just as recurrence
variety). Additionally,a
foreseen
procedure extricates PQ lists from
the
yield
detail
and guess signs of the SSD strategy. To finish up,
the technique contrasts the
separated PQ records
and
their normal parameters for discovery and characterization o
f various sorts of PQ aggravations.
IV. PREDICTION AND GRADING OF PQ EVENTS ON ANN
An, ANN is bring into two phases with the true objective
of prediction and grading of PQ events. In phase 1, the
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standard ANN is used to perceive the system signal healthy
or unhealthy condition under different circumstances. In
stage 2, the ANN plays out the classification of the
unhealthy signals to recognize the right power quality event
for protection. Here, the second phase ANN learning
procedure is upgraded by utilizing the CSO algorithm in
context of least possible error detached function and fastest
optimization algorithm. The recommended protection
scheme plays an assessment procedure to secure the system
and classify the correct power quality event which occurs in
the distribution system.
A. Phase 1: ANN Prediction
In the prediction phase, the information power signal is
pre-processed which includes normalization
and
segmentation of single (or) three phase PQ disturbances. In
the normalization procedure, all the PQ event data at various
voltage levels have mounted to the per unit (p.u.) values by
isolating the instant voltage values amid the event with the
maximum voltage value. The segmentation process is done
to build the planning accuracy of the recommended system.
In the segmentation procedure, the three phase PQ events
are isolated into 3 single phase PQ events at first. At that
point, the section of the event signal is extracted with the
end goal that the beginning of the event, span of event and
end of the event are caught. The distinguished data is passed
to the feature extraction stage which recognizes the
distinctive features of an event signal. Here, the feature is
extracted from the ANN in view of the cross correlation
coefficient (XCF).

1) Modeling of Artificial Neural Network: The feed forward
NN is natural for its learning and perceiving capacity, [32]
leaks in fluidized-bed boilers have usually written off as by
gentle escalation. Initially, the discovery and forecast of
such faults is an important mission that has not been solved
in run through yet. A number of research and development
works interrelated to achieving prior detection and
prediction of leaks in fluidized-bed boilers by using ANN
(Artificial Neural Networks) method. The outcomes were
used in pilot implementation of a diagnostics and prediction
system covering six blocks of a professional power plant.
The diagnostics and prediction task has divided into two
stages: 1. early fault detection by virtual sensors 2.Leak
segregation using classifiers of fault state. Models of
process variables were created by employing a novel twostage structure of ANN.
The objective estimation of two output nodes can have
the binary levels speaking to ‘Healthy’ (H) AND
‘Unhealthy’ (U) conditions. Here, the ANN was made,
prepared and actualized utilizing MATLAB/Simulink

platform. The ANN was trained iteratively by limiting the
execution capacity of Mean Square Error (MSE) among the
network output and the corresponding output values. The
MSE work is communicated as,
2

n

MSE  min

 (

t

  o ) (1)

i 1

Anywhere, i  1....n represents set index,  t represents the
target output value,  o represent the network output of
ANN. At every iteration, the gradient of execution work was
utilized to alter the network weights and biases. The
exercise can be stopped if any of these conditions are met.
The weights and biases of the network have produced
consequently by the program.

B. Phase 2: ANN-CSO Classification
The aim of designing phase 2 is to recognize the one and
many PQ events in the delivery scheme. To accomplish this
point, XCF is utilized which ready to quantify the grade of
equivalent between two power signal. The kind of PQ
events has been distinguished in light of the threshold value.
The value of XCF factors so acquired has differentiated and
a present threshold value. This correlation chooses and
orders in case the modulated signal input contains odd or
collective PQ events. Keeping in mind the end goal to
classify the correct PQ event, the investigation is completed
between particular and specific vents. To identify the unique
and several PQ events, the amplitude demodulation is
utilized. There might be a shot of high frequency
components in the modulated signal. To distinguish these
segments ANN second phase have been executed with
demodulation techniques. In the ANN second phase, the
Crow Search Optimization (CSO) algorithm is utilized to
upgrade the learning procedure of ANN in context of the
minimum error objective function. The CSO calculation
finds the high rate of recurrence gears in the moderated
signals. At long last, an identified event can be ordered
utilizing ANN classifier which classifies the one and many
PQ events introduce in the modulated signal.
1) Crow
search
Classification

Optimization

for

Accurate

In 2016, Askarzadeh [30] proposed the CSO dependent
on the crow's clever qualities. Generally, this is created
based on Evolutionary Computational Techniques (ECT).
Moving towards the investigation of creatures in past 2013,
the crow is considered as a world's most cunning winged
animal. In this manner, it is conceivable to give interesting
heuristics the practices of crow. All the more most likely,
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CSO is regularly enlivened by the theft conduct that crows
show. The attributes are abridged as pursues: I) Crows got
the capacity to distinguish its sustenance in the wake of
concealing it in obscure spot, ii) Crow displays the qualities
to go behind another burglary crow that endeavors to take
the gets, hided nourishment position, and furthermore it can
indicate inaccurate way for the robbery crow by moving
subjectively (haphazardly). Give us a chance to expect the
number of inhabitants in individual crows as . This develops
out with various emphasess with introductory point . The Ddimensional vector for each crow is spoken to as . In which,
every single measurement identifies with the issues choice
factors. In CSO, considering the two periods of crow
another populace can be created. Amid starting stage, when
the crow is mindful the position which is being pursued.
Though, amid second stage, when the crow doesn't know
about the position, a mindfulness likelihood factor is
indicated as , and this factor can be utilized to decide state
which is being chosen. For each new position has
determined as pursues:

Cr P  R j  (nkP  C Pj ) Rk  A Pj
Cr jP 1   j

Otherwise
 Random Position





 

P 1

if f Cr jP1 is better than f Cr jP
Cr
n Pj1   jP
Otherwise

 nj

Step 5: With the objective functions, the newly obtained
positions are estimated and update the memory.
Step 6: Termination is achieved by verifying the stop
criterion or else proceed to step 3 and repeat the iteration.
Step 7: The CSA stopping criterion involves two wellknown rules, they are as follows,
a) The usage of predefined numeral of iterations.
b) The convergence is met by the best crow
according to the objective function and it should
not vary on the way of iterations. Here Cri=Bi

Inception Phase

(2)

(3)

Where, the irregular numbers are spoken to as and
squeezed from a uniform appropriation in the midst of 0 and
1. The flight interim of the crow is constrained by a
parameter is the commemoration of the crow k at reiteration
. This, thusly, stores the best position recognized so far by
the crow . The decency that transfers on the CSA approach
is that it requires just two parametric setups, they are and . It
includes a basic system for updation (Fig 2), yet it gives an
easy to understand amazing usage. Speaks to the estimation
of a goal work. The required strides of CSA has portrayed in
Figure 3.
Illumination of CSA:

Phase 2: Crowk:Bip+1

Phase 1: Crowk:Bip+1

New position of Crowk if f1<1

New position of Crowk if f1>1

Hunt space (Domain)

Step 1: Initialization of dimensions, range, and CSA
parameters .
Fig 2: Position updation effect on Fl

Step 2: The position of the crow has declared randomly also
compute the positions by objective function. These positions
have equally scattered in the search area.
Step 3: According to equation (2) new positions are
generated.
Step 4: Check the feasibility of the newly obtained
positions.
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Table: 1 Threshold values of XCFs

XCF range

PQ Prediction
Types

Threshold
Value

Greater than or equal to 0.95

Not Any

0.95

limit( 0.95-0.5)

One

0.49

limit( 0.55-0.1)

Many

0.1

limit(0.1-0.01)

Interlude

0.01

On the off chance that the threshold value is equivalent
to 0.95 and the XCF is more prominent than or equivalent to
0.95, there is no event is predicted in the cycle. Here, the
XCF is ascertained for the specific cycle, the event is
ordered as a single or multiple events. On the off chance that
the estimation of XCF is more prominent than 0.5, it is
ordered as single event and it is examined. Correspondingly,
if the estimation of XCF lies in the vicinity of 0.1 and 0.5,
the series has been sorted as a several PQ event.
Additionally, any estimation of XCF is in the vicinity of 0.1
and 0.01; the cycle has been classified as an interruption and
if the estimation of cycle is under 0.01, at that point the
series has been ordered by way of an outage PQ event. The
future calculation fundamentally engaged to recognize the
correct events i.e., regardless of whether it is sag, swell, sag
with swell, and so on, present-day in the power signal.
A. Test Case

Fig. 3 Flowchart of CSO Algorithm

V. OUTCOMES AND CONVERSATION
In this broadsheet, the proposed strategy has presented
upon forecast and organization of unique and several PQ
events in the delivery system. The upcoming methodology
has realized in MATLAB/Simulink operational stage. The
PQ event is broke down in both the single and three phase
distribution lines and the event data is gathered. Two test
cases of single and three phases are utilized with the goal
that the execution of the proposed procedure is illustrated.
Here, the proposed technique detects and classify the PQ
events in light of the XCF of power signal. The XCF
separates the power signal in light of the threshold value
[33]. The choice has brought into single and various PQ
occasions in light of the limit esteem appeared in Table 1.

During test case, a lone and several events of single
phase distribution system is broke down and assessed. The
single events of the single phase current and voltage are
broke down and delineated in fig. 4. The examination
between the 10% sag current and voltage are showed up in
Fig 4(a). Here, the sag condition is showed up in time of
0.15 to 0.2 sec and 0.3 to 0.35 sec. Likewise in voltage
waveform, the sag shows up at 0.2 to 0.3 sec of time
interval. After this time, the voltage goes to the typical
position with no sag condition. The correlation between the
harmonic current and voltage is showed up in Fig 4(b).
Here, the harmonic state of current extents from 0 to 0.03
sec. likewise, in harmonic condition of voltage ranges from
0 to 0.02 sec. After the vanishing of harmonics, the
framework goes to typical operating condition. The
correlation between the sag current and voltage is showed
up in Fig 4(c). At the point when the system begins at heavy
loads, the sag condition of current effects from 0.15 to 0.2
and 0.3 to 0.35sec. Likewise in voltage waveform, because
of the heavy loads, the sag condition of voltage influences
from 0.2 to 0.25sec. The correlation demonstrates that the
swell current and swell voltage is showed up in Fig 4(d).
Because of the short circuit in the system, the swell state of
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current effects from 0.2 to 0.3 sec. Likewise, the swell state
of voltage varies from 0.15 to 0.2sec and 0.3 to 0.35sec.
The numerous events of the single phase current and
voltage is broke down and shown in fig. 5. The association
between the 10% sag-harmonic current and voltage is
showed up in Fig 5(a). Now, the sag-harmonic current is
showed up in time of 0.15 to 0.2sec and 0.3 to 0.35sec.
Furthermore, the sag-harmonic voltage is displayed in time
of 0.2 to 0.35sec. Fig 5(b) proves the association between
the 90% sag-harmonic current and voltage. In 90% SAGharmonic current be different from 0.15 to 0.2sec and 0.3 to
0.35sec and 90% sag-harmonic voltage series from 0.2 to
0.35sec. The correspondence among the sag-harmonic
current and voltage are presented up in Fig 5(c). At this
time, the sag-harmonic current extents from 0.15 to 0.2sec
and 0.3 to 0.35sec. Additionally the sag-harmonic voltage
shifts from 0.2 to 0.35sec. The correlation between the
swell-harmonic current and voltage are showed up in Fig
5(d). Here, the present waveform begins at ordinary
condition. After the sudden load diminishes, there is a
disturbance in the waveform ranges from 0.2 to 0.3sec.
Moreover in voltage waveform, the waveform disturbed in
the scope of 0.15 to 0.25sec and 0.3 to 0.35sec. The
association between the swell-transient current and voltage
are exposed up in Fig 5(e). Here, the current waveform
changes from 0.2 to 0.3sec. As well the voltage waveform
ranges from 0.15 to 0.25 and 0.3 to 0.35sec.

Fig. 5 Multiple event analysis of Single phase system (a) 10% sagharmonic current and voltage (b) 90% sag-harmonic current and voltage (c)
Sag-harmonic current and voltage (d) Swell-harmonic current and voltage
and (e) Swell-transient current and voltage.

The XCF of the one event voltage is dissected and
delineated in Fig. 6. The relationship between the 10% sag
voltages is indicated up in Fig 6(a). At this point, the sag
condition for the voltage waveform deviations in the scope
of 20 to 30 tests and the amplitude of waveform is 0.1 to 0.1. The link between the harmonic voltage is disclosed up
in Fig 6(b). Now, the harmonic condition for the voltage
waveform ranges from 2 to 50 samples and the amplitude of
waveform is 1 to - 1. The examination between the sag
voltage is showed up in Fig 6(c). Here, the sag condition for
voltage ranges from 20 to 30 samples and the amplitude
scope of waveform is 0.4 to - 0.4. The correlation between
the swell voltages is showed up in Fig 6(d). SWELL state of
the voltage waveform goes is 0 to 20 tests and 31 to 50 tests
and the amplitude esteem from 1.2 to - 1.2.

Fig. 4 Single event analysis of Single phase system (a) 10% sag current and
voltage (b) Harmonic current and voltage (c) Sag current and voltage (d)
Swell current and voltage.
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classification of the unhealthy signals and amid this stage
ANN learning procedure is upgraded by utilizing the CSO
calculation. At that point, the proposed show is represented
in MATLAB/Simulink organize for exhibiting and
diversions in forecast and cataloging of PQ event. The
pervasiveness and arrangement nature of the proposed
system is tried by standing out from the diverse
methodologies. The simulation outcome shows that the
future strategy is operative in protecting the distribution
system power quality events with high precision. Likewise,
the proposed method ensures the system with diminish
complexity for the forecast and grouping of the PQ occasion
and subsequently the accurateness of the system is raised.
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